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Abstract At GCC 2003 in Shanghai in December 2003, a panel discussion was held on the future of Grid computing

and on the role of the Globus Toolkit in future Grid standards. Panelists include Andrew Chien (UCSD, USA), Wolfgang

Gentzsch (Sun), Francis Lau (HKU, China), Carl Kesselman (USC, USA), Satoshi Matsuoka (TIT, Japan), Xian-He Sun

(IIT, USA), Richard Wirt (Intel), Liang-Jie Zhang (IBM Research) and Song-Nian Zhou (Platform Computing). The panel

talks were stimulating and well received. Three of the panel talk notes are selected and included in this viewpoint.

1 Reections on Grid Middleware | Lessons

� from the History of Unix � and Linux ��

It has recently been suggested that the Globus

Toolkit� has or is likely to become the \Unix/Linux of

the Grid". What is usually meant by this is that Globus

would become a nearly pervasive and open and interop-

erable technology standard. When the term Linux is

used, the idea is taken further to mean an open imple-

mentation standard. I present some observations on the

bumpy road which we have traveled to convergence for

Unix, and conclude with a few observations on the chal-

lenges that Globus must surmount to become an open

technology standard of similar scale and impact.

1.1 Unix Fragmentation and Incompatibility

�� (1980's)

Unix began life as an operating system focused low-

end systems (PDP-11) being used for research and par-

ticularly software development environments. It was

designed to be portable, and run on nearly any hard-

ware with a modest porting e�ort. It was also built as

a small, minimal system, with much of the functional-

ity provided in libraries which were not generally ex-

pected to be standard. Unix was made widely available

in source form through ATT and later UCB, resulting in

broad di�usion of knowledge and expertise, and a large,

passionate set of supporters and users.

As Unix moved into the commercial world, it became

popular in workstations sold by companies such as Sun,

Hewlett-Packard, IBM, SGI, as well as several software

vendors who sold x86-based versions. As use increased,

so did pressure for investment in the technology to meet

an increasing spectrum of needs. Companies competing

directly with each other also engaged in \customization

or improvement" of their version of Unix. Both of these

trends led to fragmentation with major e�orts behind a

BSD thread and ATT's SVR4 which later spawned ef-

forts such as OSF which largely failed to converge com-

mercial Unix systems. While Unix systems share many

common features, the major commercial dialects that

were created by this fragmentation are still distinct and

incompatible.

1.2 Enter Third Party Applications, Linux,

�� and Microsoft (1990's)

Three distinct forces have been pushing the

Unix/Linux community to a new focus around shared

interfaces, function, and implementations. First, in the

1990's major third party software vendors emerged (e.g.,

Oracle, Peoplesoft, SAP, etc.), building multi-billion

dollar businesses, and exerting increasing inuence over

providers of operating systems and hardware. For such

companies, a large number of incompatible Unix sys-

tems were a porting and support cost and an impedi-

ment to growth. Second, Microsoft began a very aggres-

sive development of Windows NT, with the explicit pub-

lic goal of supplanting the Unix dialects. By promising

compatibility across many of these platforms, Microsoft

was able to gain porting commitments (and even pri-
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ority) from these third party software companies over

many of the Unix dialects. Third, Linux had begun

to grow like wild�re based on tight control by a strong

technical team, innovative licensing (the Gnu Public Li-

cense) which prevented fragmentation, and a strong free

software ideological culture. These changes established

a strong positive cycles amongst application vendors,

hardware vendors, and end users around Linux. Re-

markably, these changes led to major commitments be-

hind Linux by all of the major Unix system vendors

(IBM, Hewlett-Packard, SGI, and Sun) by the begin-

ning of the 2000's decade.

1.3 Challenges for Globus

In drawing the parallels to Unix's development and

adoption, I would encourage caution in drawing con-

clusions. Historical retrospectives often make the ac-

tual outcomes seem inevitable, and rarely capture the

uncertainty which existed as events actually occurred.

In rough terms, Unix/Linux passed through three ma-

jor phases: Shared Technology, Vendor Di�erentiation,

and then Convergence. Globus has been introduced

as an open source, shared technology, already used by

a large community of scienti�c grid applications de-

velopers and users. It has gained signi�cant support

from the research community, federal research programs,

and endorsement by major computing vendors | IBM,

Hewlett-Packard, Sun, SGI, and even early grid comput-

ing companies such as Platform. It would appear that

all of these constituencies would like to jump ahead to

Convergence.

Globus faces three major challenges to become a con-

verged technology forming the foundation of the grid.

First, Microsoft remains as a major holdout in the sup-

port and adoption of Globus. Second, web services rep-

resent another major thread of interoperation and fed-

eration technology which competes in role. While sub-

stantial e�orts continue to knit these streams together,

the possibility of \web service solutions" to grid prob-

lems already addressed by Globus remain a possibility.

Third, commercial products based on Globus source and

technologies are just becoming available. As such, the

competitive pressures for di�erentiation and fracture are

just coming into play. The use of BSD licensing means

that the bene�ts of interoperability must win out over

the marketplace pressures for di�erentiation | the li-

censing cannot force coherence. A hopeful note is that

more than ever, computing vendors and their customers

understand the value of robust interoperability. Per-

haps this time the community can exploit its experience

to jump ahead to Convergence.

2 Grid Verses Virtual Organization �

Grid computing is revolutionary by enabling access

to unprecedented computing power and shared informa-

tion. The Globus Toolkit is the leading software system

for Grid computing. While industry communities are

increasingly accepting the concept of Grid, can Globus

continue to serve as a community leading open source

system? To answer these questions, we need to have a

better understanding of what Grid computing is.

Foster and Kesselman have given a three-point crite-

ria to de�ne a Grid: Coordinates distributed resources,

using standard, open, general-purpose protocols and in-

terfaces, and the ability to deliver nontrivial qualities of

service[1]. On one hand, this de�nition is general and is

well accepted, but on the other hand, it is general and

many questions remain open when digging into detail.

For instance, to coordinate distributed resources, how

many resources need to be coordinated and how are they

coordinated? By the three-point de�nition of Grid, the

quantity of resources and \how to coordinate" are not

a concern to be a Grid. We have always been told that

Information Grid is mimicking the electrical power grid.

Recently, some leading researchers also claim that Grid

technology and Peer-to-Peer technology are equivalent

and merging[2]. Peer-to-Peer technology uses existing

resources as peers to serve each other and requires a

massive number of peers to make it work. To mimic the

power grid, a Grid should build few powerhouses to de-

liver services to the users, similar to the concepts behind

utility computing. To create a view of a single system

to cover everything, from mimicry of the power grid to

superset of peer-to-peer technology, is a hard task.

Using standard, open, general-purpose protocols and

interfaces does not guarantee resource sharing and prob-

lem solving in dynamic, multi-institutional virtual orga-

nizations, rather it may just lead to another virtual or-

ganization. Assuming GPS is developed based on stan-

dard, open, general-purpose protocols and interfaces,

can GPS considered as a Grid?� GPS must coordinate

three to four distributed resources to provide the loca-

tion service. In fact, following the three-point de�nition,

GPS is not only a Grid, but also a very successful one,

in the sense that it is pervasive and has already melted

into our day-to-day life. However, it is clear that GPS is

not the kind of Grid Globus intends to support. Appli-

cations such as the DoD BioWar and virtual reality em-

ulation bene�t from high computing power, but requires

a \single private system" view for individualized qual-

ity of services. Current industrial developments, such

as utility computing and business on demand, use tech-

nologies more along the lines of virtual organizations
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rather than Grid to enhance their policies and services.

There is a disparity in perceiving Grid. Academia tries

to provide a general infrastructure, which can coordi-

nate all the virtual organizations. Industries are pro�t

driven. They may or may not follow OGSA or Web Ser-

vice standards to meet their set milestones. They could

build a private Grid to provide a single service, which

in general is more e�ective and reliable. Their private

Grids may be a success and stay. These private Grids,

with their own open protocols and interfaces, may be

seen as new virtual organizations. Unless these private

Grids are developed on top of the same Grid infrastruc-

ture, the continued success of these private Grids would

mean an endless e�ort to coordinate existing virtual or-

ganizations.

Panelist Song-Nian Zhou used the Chinese proverb

\United long would lead division. Divided long would

lead union" to start his talk. Panelist Andrew Chien dis-

cussed the bumpy road of Unix/Linux development to

illustrate the mixed driving force of uniformity and dis-

tinctness. All lead us to the same viewpoint, the success

of (local) distributed computing leads to the demand of

uniformity; the initial success of uniformity (Grid) mo-

tivates diverse, distinguished services. The question is

how to support uniqueness under uniformity. Coordi-

nating all existing and future virtual organizations does

not look very promising, developing new virtual orga-

nizations under the same frame might be. Does cur-

rent Grid infrastructure support the development of pri-

vate Grids? Lifting the Grid technologies to meet user-

speci�c requirements is extremely challenging. More

importantly, it requires a fundamental change toward

what Grid is. Our original understanding of Grid is

as that of middleware designed to coordinate virtual

organizations[3]. To support private Grids, we claim

that the Grid is an infrastructure on which virtual orga-

nizations can be created based on users' need. Are we

ready for the change?

Grid technology is still dynamic and evolving. We

all agree that Grid has grown from scienti�c computing

only to general Internet computing. Does the adapta-

tion of OGSA and Web Service mean the Globus group

is trying to develop a super virtual organization which

covers every one's need? Has OGSA positioned itself

well for this changing concept so private Grid can be cre-

ated on demand? Virtualizing Grid services alone is not

enough to support private Grids. Private Grid requires

the system-level service virtualization. Following the

pattern of operating system development, if a private

Grid stands out, it would be similar to Microsoft Win-

dows in Grid computing, if Globus continues its leads,

it would be similar to Unix in Grid computing. Can

Globus maintain its leads to the end? We must exercise

caution in predicting the future as we are facing a new

concept changing and not sure what Grid is and what

Grid infrastructure is.

3 We Need Internet-Style Grid Standards �

We are at an important juncture in grid standards

development. With almost the entire IT industry, cer-

tainly all the major commercial companies launching

large corporate-wide projects to take advantage of the

coming service-oriented paradigm shift, a real danger

exists that Grid could fragment into incompatible is-

lands, forced upon us by \standards" driven mainly by

short-term commercial interests.

What we need is a community of suÆcient crit-

ical mass, which follows the Internet Way pioneered

by visionaries such as J.C.R. Licklider. As early as

1979, Licklider described what we call Grid today as

an electronic commons \featuring cooperation, sharing,

meeting of minds across space and time in a context

of responsive programs and readily available informa-

tion". More importantly, Licklider promoted the Inter-

net spirit: The Net should be open and public minded.

It is People's Net. This Internet style has stood us in

good stead, from the APARTNET, the Internet, to the

Web. As Grid aims to o�er connectivity and integra-

tion at application and service level, not just hardware

or contents connectivity, the Internet spirit is even more

important today.

The Globus Alliance has been and still is a leading

international research team in our global grid commu-

nity. Although it actively engages the industry, which

is a good thing, the team's research and standards ef-

forts are mainly funded by public sources. This mixture

promises a public spirit and at the same time a positive

inuence on the mainstream IT industry.

I agree with the Globus Alliance's position: The

Open Grid Service Architecture (OGSA) is a grid stan-

dard, and the Globus toolkit hopes to become a widely

used reference implementation of OGSA. In our current

China National Grid project (CNGird, 2002{2005), we

are using the Globus Toolkit 3 to build our grid software

platform. Our work complements the GT3 work by fo-

cusing on the OGSA Platform layer, on top of OGSI.

Version 1 of our software has been deployed on the seven

nodes of China National Grid, spanning six cities of Bei-

jing, Shanghai, Xi'an, Changsha, Hefei, and Hong Kong.

The CNGrid software supports OGSI grid services and

web services.

As GT3 progresses to switch from OSGI to WS Re-

source Framework and WS Noti�cation, we plan to re-

engineer our software to take advantage of the conver-

gence of grid and web services. Version 2 of the CN-
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Grid software will be released in early 2005 with im-

proved OGSA Platform level supports for virtualization,

grid processes, and policies and contexts[4]. We hope

the Globus Alliance will continue to follow the Internet

style and spirit, encouraging cooperation and commu-

nity building, by maintaining an open, non-commercial

attitude and a modular Globus Toolkit architecture.
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